Duhm's booklet is confessedly a popular summary rather than a learned and exhaustive treatise. He does but sketch the outlines of a great movement of thought, leaving it to the reader to work out the details for himself or to fill them in from his own imagination. Nevertheless Duhm's high standing as an interpreter of the Old Testament warrants us in considering his results as here presented, especially so since there is no English work of recent times that takes up the thought of Israel's messianic hope in a way at all satisfactory. One strong point in Duhm's treatment is the fact that he so integrates Israel's hope for the future with the common, everyday life of the people that we at once recognize the essential similarity between their needs and points of view and our own. The Hebrews are seen to live and move as genuinely human, actuated by the same impulses and motives as we ourselves.
As the history of the idea of the kingdom of God is traced by Duhm, it is seen to be becoming ever more clear and definite and ever stronger. It is one of the marvels of history that this Hebrew people, notwithstanding that it was cast down again and again and seemed always on the verge of total destruction, yet kept its hope for the future bright and indeed grew more and more confident as the days became darker and darker. The only basis for this increasing hope was an indestructible faith in God and his goodness.
In Professor Burney, in accounting for the absence of a strong hope for the future of the individual beyond the grave, urges the view that individuals found very slight recognition even in this life in ancient Israel, the emphasis of religious thought all being upon the nation and its interests. It is true that the nation or group was the first consideration, but to deny the individual any significance is hazardous, in view of the prominence achieved by certain great individuals in the early history. But it is certainly correct to look upon the strengthening of the ideas of personality and individual responsibility as contributing much to the enrichment of the hope for the future. In like manner, the development of a monotheistic idea of God gave much to it. But more than any of these, as Burney rightly represents, did the persistence of the problem of the suffering of the righteous point the way to the future life. Burney's examination of the references to this subject in the Psalter is singularly sane and frank. There is room here for difference of opinion on some questions, but Burney's general conclusion will commend itself to many as all that is warranted by the facts. The discovery of the teaching of Job upon the subject really resolves itself into a question of textual Burney's treatment of the great question of immortality is along right lines. He perceives clearly and sets forth distinctly that this idea was bound up in the bundle of life as a whole and that it cannot be understood or appreciated as a thing apart. The idea was modified, purified, and enriched from age to age according as the nation's religious experience was deepened and enriched by its own inner development and by the impact of the influences that came upon it from without. It is along the line of foreign influence upon the development of the hope of future life that further work needs to be done. Why is it that the idea comes out at length so pronouncedly in the apocryphal and pseudepigraphic literature ? Are the causes purely internal or did outer forces affect the situation profoundly? Is it probable that Persian eschatology, which was so fully developed, shaped or influenced the thought of Israel at all ? Does the Hebrew eschatological thought seem to show any resemblances to Persian close enough to compel the hypothesis of borrowing on the part of the Jews ? Did the Greek life and thought make any contribution along this line ? Was there not a tremendously strong tendency in Judea to hellenize? Was not the Maccabean revolt largely a religious protest against the inroads of Greek customs and ideas ? Was this protest so vigorous and effective as to have expelled all Greek influence from Judea? Ecclesiastes and the Wisdom of Solomon are asserted by many to be striking evidences to the contrary. If we look for a moment at the beginning of the history of the idea of immortality, the impressive fact is the very slight allusion to it in the early pre-prophetic and prophetic literature. Is it enough to say that this is due to the fact that individual responsibility was as yet only partially and imperfectly realized? This idea seems in some form or other to have been present among all primitive peoples. May it not be true that this realm of ideas lay outside of the Yahweh-religion at the first ? Yahweh was but one, albeit the greatest one, among many gods in early Israel. His sphere of activity and influence was the national life and destiny. Only gradually did he succeed in subduing all ranges of life's interests to himself. Possibly, the absence of the idea of the future life from early Yahwistic literature is due to the fact that he did not conquer this territory for himself until later days. It is a fact of significance for a right conception of the viewpoint of the Hebrew religion that, just as its monotheism was wrought out upon an ethical basis, so also was its idea of resurrection as presented in the Book of Daniel.
Peake takes up the problem of suffering for its own sake and consequently gives it much fuller treatment than Burney, who was concerned with it only in so far as it contributed to the idea of immortality. He goes at his task from a historical point of view, tracing the rise of the problem and the successive attempts at its solution. He begins his consideration of the problem with its first clear recognition in Hebrew literature, viz., in the prophecy of Habakkuk which reflected the shock caused to faith by Josiah's untimely death and the dark outlook for Israel due to foreign oppression. It need hardly be said that this does not mean that men never were troubled by the wrongs and inequalities of life before Josiah's death. Sacrifices and offerings to the gods are, more or less consciously, attempts to secure a better dispensation from the fates and to that extent reflect the recognition of restlessness under the burdens and anxieties of life. The treatment of the problem as presented in the Psalter should be carefully compared with that by Burney of the same subject, and the treatment of the contribution made by the Servant of Yahweh passages should be read in connection with the discussion of the same materials in the book that remains to be considered.
Professor Peake in his last chapter gives more than his title promises, for he here forsakes the task of an interpreter of the Old Testament and seeks to justify the ways of God to men by showing suffering to find its offset in the rewards of a future existence and in the certainty of the love of God. Does it help matters much, however, to make the solution of the problem dependent upon a belief in the Trinity and in the Deity of Jesus ? Are there not many minds that will insist that the present life should justify itself and not be under the necessity of recourse to a future life for vindication? And is the love of God of any greater importance than his justice? Can we rejoice in the former without being certain of the latter ?
Of the three chapters on the Old Testament ideas of atonement in the last of our four books it is unnecessary for me to say much; they speak for me. They traverse ground that has been covered, in part at least, by both Burney and Peake, as well as Duhm. The angle of approach here, however, is a different one and much fresh material comes into consideration. One result of the study is clear, viz., that there was no hard-and-fast theory of atonement in Israel. Successive generations wrought out new theories and, not infrequently, conflicting views existed alongside of each other. The ideas on this subject were susceptible to change and growth and were largely determined by the social and historical environment amid which they developed.
It is particularly suggestive to note how the increasing misfortunes of Israel deepened in her bosom the conviction of sin, and how this in turn reacted upon the practices of atonement so that in the later days the cultus of the temple became predominantly an atoning ritual. But let no man think, therefore, that the Jew obtained no satisfaction or joy in life. He was a normal human being and lacked none of the longings and capacities that are common to man. A casual reading even of the Psalter, which was the hymn-book of the second temple, will reveal what a passionate love for the law, the temple, the ritual, and for God abounded in the hearts of the faithful and how overflowing with praise and gratitude was all their speech. It also is perfectly evident that the Hebrews in formulating their various theories regarding atonement were answering the religious needs of their own times in trying to think their problems through to their own satisfaction. They were not in any sense being used as demonstration material for the purpose of exhibiting for the benefit of coming generations a right and proper view of the great atonement to be made in the person of Jesus. If we should go to the Old Testament to find our theory of the atonement we should be embarrassed by a superfluity of riches from which to choose.
The following supplementary reading along the lines of the foregoing discussion will be found instructive:
